Shelter Cluster South Sudan

ShelterCluster.org
Coordinating Humanitarian Shelter

NFI and Emergency Shelter
DISTRIBUTION REPORT
Report Date*:23-24/4/2020

Distribution Date(s)23-24 April , 2020

(The report when it submitted to cluster)

Pipeline Request Reference*

Pipeline Request Number*: Bor-R -3201

(if the distributed items come from pipeline)
Assessment/verification date
(the date when assessment & verification were carried out)
Assess. Date 2020 -, 2020. & verification Date.09-11 April 2020

Waybill Number*: Bor-Pariak (703177, 14267, & 14268) for one
truck to Pariak and Jerwong-Malualchat in one shift.

Distribution Location Information
State*
Jonglei
County*
Bor
Payam*
Kolnyang
Exact location/Boma*
Jerwong-Malualchat, Lil-Pariak
GPS Coordinates
Pariak/Lil:
Latitude: N 050 57’ 45.03”
Longitude: 031040’ 21.60’’

Altitude: 430.5M
Jarweng/Malualchaat: Latitude: N 06008’42.80”

Displacement Type*

Longitude E 031034’36.96”
Altitude 426.3M
PoC
☐
Collective Center
trees☐ Others (specify) Host Community affected by Flood☐
Conflict affected
Disaster affected ☐
Other (Specify) Flood Affected☐

Distribution Team Details
Name

Agency

Title

ADA

ES/NFIs Assistant
Roving Officer

Site/settlement Type*

1. MALUETH Michael JOL

2. Monday Robert Waran

PAH

Contact (email, mobile, sat-phone)

S/NFI-CBI Officer

maluethjool200@gmail.com
+211914675799,+211924342082,+211924835190
monday.robert@pah.org.pl
+211 922791454/+211922444167

Beneficiary Numbers: Breakdown by Population and Support Type
(please provide ONLY actual data collected from the distribution list, not estimations)

NON-FOOD ITEMS (NFI)
Population Type*:
Please indicate the percentages of
each population type (e.g. New
IDPs 80%, HC 20%)

New IDPs☒______ %, Protracted IDPs _________51%, Returnees☒ _______08%,
Others (specify)_________ ☐ _______%

Host Communities☒ _____41%,
HOUSEHOLDS

INDIVIDUALS (5406)

Total Households
Assisted

FHH 676
MHH 129

TOTAL

0 – 18 Years

M

F

2440

2969
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M

F

1523

1648

19 – 59 years
M

F

718

995
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60 + years
M
199

Vulnerability (total)

F
326

214
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EMERGENCY SHELTER
Population Type*:

New IDPs☐______ %, Protracted IDPs

Others (specify)________ ☐ _______%

Host CommunitiesX ___41____%
HOUSEHOLDS

INDIVIDUALS(5406)

Total
Households
Assisted

FHH 676
MHH 129

__51___%, Returnees ___08____%,

TOTAL

0 – 18 years

19 – 59 years
M

F

718

995

M

F

M

2440

2969

1523

F
1648

60 + years
M
199

Vulnerability
(total)

F
326

214

NB: The two organizations have agreed to share the caseloads as follows; ADA will report
3,246 individuals (483 HHs) 60%: PAH will report 2,163 individuals (322 HHs) 40%
Beneficiary Numbers: Breakdown by Location
If the distribution took place in multiple locations and/or the beneficiaries had multiple places of origin, please
complete this table indicating the number of beneficiaries per location and/or place of origin.
NAMES OF TGE VILLAGES WHERE BENEFICIRIES FROM AND THEIR TOTAL BREAK DOWN

Jerwong/Malualc
hat

Lill Pariak

Total

% out 100

TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS 305

500

805

100 %

FHH
MHH
CHH

260
45
-

416
84
-

676
129
-

84 %
16 %

305

500

805

100 %

IDPS
HOST HH
RETURNEES HH

_
273
32

410
60
30

410
333
62

51 %
41 %
08 %

FAMILY SIZES
SMALL (1-3)
MAEDIUM (4-6)
LARGE(7+)

305
103
162

500
57
221

805
160
383

100 %
19%
48%

40

222

262

33%

TOTAL POPULATION

2348
1079

3061
1361

5409
2440

100 %
45 %

HOUSEHOLD TYPE

MALE
Republic of South Sudan
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FEMALE
1269
POPULATION
(Gender breakdown) 2348

1700

2969

55 %

3061

5409

100 %

BOYS(0-18)
GIRLS (0-18)
MALE (19-59 YRS)
FEMALE (19-59 YRS)
MALE (ELDERLY 60+)
FEMALE (ELDERLY
60+)

641
701
347
446
91

882
947
371
549
108

1523
1648
718
995
199

28 %
31 %
13 %
18 %
4%

122

204

326

6%

89

125

214

100 %

46
13
17
8
1
4

40
5
50
3
2
25

86
18
67
11
3
29

40 %
8%
32 %
5%
1%
14 %

TOTAL
VULNERABILITY
PLW
UM
FHH
UE
CL
SD

Procuring organization and warehouse
from which stock was sourced
Quantity of each item distributed per
household
- specify variations by household size

Total quantity of each item distributed in
the response

Republic of South Sudan

IOM , Bor warehouse
Items
Plastic Sheets
Mosquito Nets
Rubber Ropes
Kanga
Kitchen set
Total Items per
HH
Items
Plastic Sheet
Mosquito Nets
Rubber Ropes
Kanga
Kitchen set

Quantity
1 Pc
1Pc
1 role
1 Pc
1 pc

Package/Unit
Bales
Mosquito
Bales
Bales
boxes

www.sheltersouthsudan.org

Total
1
1
1
1
1
5 Items

Quantity
161*5
16.25*50
28*30
16.25*50
100.3*8

Total
805 Pcs
805 pcs
805 pcs
805 pcs
805 pcs
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If the quantity of the distributed items is different with what was requested, please explain here.
The items requested and distributed remain the same.
Type of Item
1. Plastic Sheets
2. Kanga
3. Mosquito Nets

Originating Items
IOM
IOM
IOM

Style/Version #
N/A
N/A
N/A

Size
6X4M
6X4M
190L*180W*1
50H

Colour
White/grey
Multiple
White/Blue

Other
Pipeline Standard
Pipeline Standard
Pipeline Standard

4. Kitchen Set
IOM
N/A
Grey
Pipeline Standard
5.Rubber Rope
IOM
N/A
Black
Pipeline standard
Summary of Distribution
- Where was the distribution held and how was it organized?
-What and how were beneficiaries informed?
- How was equal access ensured for men, women, girls and boys?
- How was order maintained during the distribution?
- How was APP mainstreaming activities implemented during the distribution (please refer to the distribution checklist)
The distributions took place in Lil Pariak and Jerwong-Malualchat Centers, in Kolnyang Payam of Bor South – Bor County
Jonglei State. This distribution came as a result of need analysis carried out by NFIs and Protection partners ACTED
between late December2019 and early Feb 2020 with effective participation of ADA and PAH team. The targeted
population of 805households which 65% of its members were inter-communal conflict affected residents of Pariak in 2017
and 35% were flood affected residents of Jerwong- Malualchaat.
The distribution was coordinated and organized by ADA and PAH through close coordination with the local authority and
RRC who was responsible for the coordination on Humanitarian affairs in the area and also as a bridge between the
Community and the Humanitarian agencies.
Beneficiaries who were verified and had met the SNFIs Cluster targeting criteria for NFIs eligibility were issued tokens
during registration. Before the distribution took place ADA and PAH hired community Mobilizers who went out to inform
the beneficiaries about the locations and the centers and the date of distribution using Megaphone for two full days prior
to the actual date of distribution. All the registered inter-communal conflict; Flood affected persons and the most
vulnerable hosts community living there were issued with the tokens during registration/verification were mobilized to
come for the distribution in Pariak and Jerwong-Malualchat Centers based on the Schedules made for the 2 Bomas, The
team also ensured that Protection mainstreaming in the sense that for the registered Elderly Persons, PLW ,Child headed
households and PSNs were given the first priority to receive the Items, while those who could not make it to the
distribution site were advised to send in able youths and other relatives with the tokens to collect the items on their
behalf.
Crowd controllers and other hired casual labors exerted their effort to make sure, beneficiaries whose tokens and names
had been cross checked and endorsed by the enumerators are the ones to receive the items. Protection cases were in the
top priority of ADA and PAH during the whole process. PAH Staffs ensured that protection cases were put into
consideration during the distributions. All casual workers hired were well oriented about their tasks by the team to ensure
that every person of concern is well served. Aged and physically mental persons were identified from the queues and
given priority including psychosocial support.
Attached to the above also two women were hired to carry water to beneficiaries for both washing hands and drinking,
PAH provided hand washing facilities including soaps to all the two distribution centers where beneficiaries had to wash
their hands before standing in the line and also they were trained on the COVID information covering in causes, signs and
symptoms and preventive measures and Beneficries has to maintain one meter from each other while standing on the line
as waiting to receive.
The team also set up a Complain desk to handle complains and compliments in a proactive manner managed by the RRC
Republic of South Sudan
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personnel and pass out key messages including messages on Corona virus risk mitigation and prevention strategies
including enhancing understanding of the locals on this new disease, besides demonstration on the effective use of the
distributed items such as how to use mosquito net, Kanga, Kitchen set and other categories of the items.
What actors were involved in the decision-making regarding the distribution process?
-Explain what role the following people had in the process: local authorities, partners, humanitarian officers, volunteers,
beneficiaries, etc.
ADA and PAH team arranged the distribution process with the involvement of Local Authorities, RRC and hired casual
laborers. This was done to ensure the planned distributions process take place in a successfully manner
Without leaving any beneficiary unserved at the end of the distribution. Local authority gave special thanks and
appreciation to the two organization who did intervention as they were in needs.
Above all ACTED played a vital rale during beneficiaries verification and registration both in Lil and Jerwong and they
allocated one hard top land cruiser adding on the one provided by PAH to aid a solid logistical support to this intervention
from the two locations
Changes from assessment recommendations
-If there were any changes to the original plan, please explain what changes occurred and why they were necessary. This
including reason of difference of the number of HHs targeted and receiving the items, and actions taken if there are
remaining items after the distribution.
As based on the assessment report conducted by ACTED, the intervention was entirely planned for Pariak in Lil IDP camp
only but on the desk review stages by the both partners that includes ACTED, PAH and ADA, the RRC coordinator for Bor
south stressed up a major concern for the dare need for the people of Jerwong who were cut out from any services as
their houses holds were affected by the flood so that partners agreed to include the Jarweng HHs although they were very
small in number.
The needs remained the same and it has not change while the items recommended were also in accordance to the need
although they were very few especially the mosquito nets could have been recommended 2pcs per HH but only 1pc was
recommended yet mosquitos have increased and also many households are large households ranging from 7 members on
and above
Targeting criteria
-Who finally received and why? Did the group to be targeted change in any way between the initial assessment and those
who received on distribution day?
ADA and PAH followed the Cluster standard targeting criteria during the time of need analysis and verifications/
registrations. Team ensured that, the targeted and the registered beneficiaries were the ones in possession of the tokens
and their names are verified by hired enumerators. ADA and PAH team made it clear during verification /registration that,
whoever shall possess two tokens by any fraudulent means will not be served this was to mitigate the incidences of
duplication. Beneficiary will be allowed to carry two tokens to distribution Centre or have two similar names only if Such
names are subject to verification by the Team with help from the chief of that location, Block/Boma.
By putting such measures in place and widely announced by the community mobilizers, the distributions went on well
very smoothly. The coming of Beneficiaries with individual’s tokens made it much easier for verification team to solve the
issues of complains arising from the beneficiaries at the set Complains and Response/feedback desk.
All registered persons received the items equally with minimal complaints. Some of the beneficiaries who lost their tokens
were later on solved by verifying their names from the existing beneficiaries’ distribution lists of locations or Bomas where
they were registered from the correct order of the three names mentioned in our distribution lists/sheets. Through this
process, all the complaints of the lost tokens were all solved and everyone was served to their satisfaction.
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Challenges and lessons learned
-Did you face any major challenges, and/or learn any useful lessons?
The challenges faced by team during exercises are as follows:
 Recruitment of the enumerators was first difficult because they were at first refusing the term of payment as per
cluster rate hence limiting the partner’s recruitment though it was solved.
 Some beneficiaries were most vulnerable to walk and therefore, it delays the distribution to finish in time such
beneficiaries were having no caretakers to come along with their token.
 Delay of the items to be facilitated to the location on time due to this covid 19 which at first affected the
operation of the IOM staffs due to lockdown.
 Translation was a problem on one side as PAH Staff was need translator due to limited partners on the ground
because most of staffs were on their leave holiday.

Lessons Learned:






We learned that some of the beneficiaries were fishermen as Jerwong is on the River Nile bank.
It was observed that girls could wear the kangas only as a way of differentiating them with married women hence
making the kangas more useful to girls than women.
The community respects their chiefs and other community members more than any other member of the society.
Women can perform better than men in the duties assigned to them as observed during the distribution.
The COVID 19 integration to the responses delays the distribution programming since beneficiaries have to move
one after the other and also time consuming while passing the COVID 19 messages.

Safety Audit:
ADA and PAH team conducted safety audit in regards to accessibility of the selected distribution site by the beneficiaries.
The selected site was agreed upon by beneficiaries, local leaders as they deemed safe for the people to travel to the distributio
The team did site walk to the distribution ahead of one day to check on any hazardous objects and site cleaning was done by th
The distribution was conducted in central point closed to the water point, sanitation facility and under shade.
Drinking water was providing through hiring water carrier.
ite clearance was done prior and after distribution of the items
Recommended next steps
-Should any further action be taken in the area by the Shelter and NFI Cluster, or other actors?
 There is need for more response in Pariak and Jerwong- Malualchaat Kolnyang Payam, Bor South County, as some
Bomas were left out during need analysis done by ACTED, and therefore, some needs cases were reported during
the response in Pariak and Jerwong-Malualchat Bomas.
 There is need for more shelter construction to the most vulnerable people in Lil although ACTED have managed to
construct shelters for 30 HHs only which is not enough.
 Further need for protection intervention incorporating in GBV issues, HIV, COVID 19 awareness generally in Bor
south because people are not aware of how to manage their health issues/status.
 The WASH gaps are evident on ground, seen from poor sanitation and hygiene as there were no many WASH
partners operating on the ground especially in Lil there is need to construct community Toilet at the community
centre built by ACTED.
Anecdotes, Stories, Photos
-Please share any interesting or illustrative stories of people’s experiences, responses, and needs; and photos
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Pic 1 Items being off loaded from the Truck

Pic 2 splitters displaying item at distribution point

Pic 3 Enumerator calling beneficiaries to collect items

Pic 5 Enumerator verfying beneficiries before items
Republic of South Sudan

Pic 4 Items ready for collecting in Jerwong

Pic 6 crowd controller directing Beneficiries maintain
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distances

Pic 7 groups of 8 people for messaging due to covid 19

Pic 8 Items ready for collection in Pariak- Lil IDP camp

Please submit your report to: scsouthsudan-pipeline@googlegroups.com
Thank you!
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